
Wasserman & Associates along with Monet DeSauw have developed the only finger jointing system
specifically designed and built for the Wood Component Manufacturing Industry. Turn your wood
scrap (2x4 & 2x6) into profit with a positive impact on the environment. Eliminate waste as short as 8”
in length and produce saleable studs up to 9’ in length. Features include: Shaper with Cut-Off Saw,
Glue System, 10' Hydraulic Press with a Trim Saw for 8’ & 9’ lengths, Installation & Training.

The Shaping Unit can shape up to
nine boards in one pass

Shaper will automatically trim angles
and square the lumber with its built

in Cut-Off-Saw

Glue Station

After being pressed, the hydraulic
press will cut your lumber to either

8’ or 9’ lengths with it’s built in Trim
Saw

This Finger Jointer is an ideal
system that produces studs
which can be used in
single/multi family homes and
commercial construction.
Finger jointed studs are
directly interchangeable with
conventional studs that are
used in vertical construction.
Finger jointed studs are straight
and more consistent than your
typical studs. The end result is
a high quality wall that is
designed to produce fewer nail
pops and other related
problems, even in hot and
humid climates.

Specifications:

  Finger Joint Shaper:
 - 19’6”L x 5’ 4”W
 - 480 volt - 60 amp with disconnect
 - 25 HP belt driven cutter head
 - Shape up to 9ea 2x4’s or 5ea 2x6’s
 - Perimeter Barrier with Auto Controls
 - Internal Cut-Off Blade with Laser
    Identification mark

  Finger Joint Press:
 - 16’L x 10’W
 - 480 volt - 20 amp with disconnect
 - Accommodates 8 and 9 foot standard
   stud lengths
 - 2x4 and 2x6 Material
 - 4” Bore cylinder with 2,500 psi max
 - Internal cutoff blade in press area
 - Pneumatic lumber hold down and push over
 - Self contained hydraulic reservoir

  Glue Station
 - 3’2”L x 2’5”W
 - 110 volt, 15 amp single phase
 - Apquip glue head and valve
 - 6 Gallon glue pot
 -Tilt head with drain pan

QR code for viewing the
       video on your
        smart phone.

Monet DeSauw
Finger Jointing System


